
NO. Parts Image Quantity NO. Parts Image Qauntity

1 Top Lights and bar 1 10 Sparetire seat 1

2 Front Roll bar 1 set 11 Front bumper PP 1

3 Handle bar 1 set 12 Rear Bumper PP 1

4 Middle rollbar 1 13 Rear roll bar 1 set

5 Front bumper 1 14 Net canvas 3

6 Rear bumper 1 15 Steering wheel 1

7 Battery 1 CTN 16 Front wheel ASSY 2 set

8 Seat 2 17 Rear wheel assy 2 set

9 Rear shock 1根

DF200GKV Assembling Instruction

Please kindly attention that please check the parts with the motorcycle with the list below. If you find anything 
missed please contact the local dealer right away.



18 Wheel hub 2 28 Anchor bolts（big） 2

19 wheel hub 2 29 Battery strap 1

20 Tool kit 1 30 Hook 2

21 Rollcage linkage 1 31 Bushing 10*20*10 2

22
Hex flange bolts 

M8*125
2 32 Hex socket6*16 12

23
Hex flange bolts 

M8*48
10 33

Flange self-lock nuts 
M8

10

24
Hex flange bolts 

M8*25
2 34 Hex flange bolts M8*16 12

25
Hex flange bolts 

M8*42
2 35 Hex flange nut M6 10

26
Hex flange bolts 

M6*25
2 36 Circle washer 22

27
Hex flange bolts 

M6*16
12 37 Washer 6*18

Accessories bag including following parts

Sparetire usually planced in the cargo box.



1. preparation before assembly

1、Take the battery out from the box and fill the battery with its instruction.

2、Cut the wire in front of the UTV, remove the lock at the end of the UTV,

2. Rear shock (left& right)

1.Take the bolt off from the shock seat at left side of the rear engine basket

How to assemble



3、 Assemle the other shock in the same way,

3、Similar to step 1 take the right bolt off .Then take the rear shock from the body and put into the down seat with 
the bolt and nut.

3. The front shock

1. Raise the front chassis with a shelf or jack to approx. 20"; take the bolt off from the spring seat at the front 
swing arm.

2、After the shock in position, insert the bolt and fasten it. 

2.Raise the body gently, swing the left shock down to the seat, inset that bolt just removed in and fasten the nut.



4. The Front wheels

1、Chose the 2 tire with stamp 21*7-10 out and place them in postion, make sure the air valve outside and the 
tires moves as the arrow mark.

2、Loose the 4 nuts from the wheel hub seat and take the tire on. Fasten the nut after you take the plain washer 
and spring washer. 

3、 Chose the wheel hub cover on when you fasten all nuts.(small rubber cover for front wheels or any 2chromed cover )

4、Put on the other tire in same way. Then put the UTV down.



5. Rear  wheels

1、Raise the rear of the UTV to approx.20". Take the pin, slotted nut and washer off.

2、Chose 1 tire marked 22*10-10 and keep the air valve outside and move as the arrow show.

3、Put on this tire and fasten the nut after placed the spring washer.

4、Insert the pin and make it to the anchor shape



6、Assemble another rear wheel on in the same way. Move the UTV out of the crate now.

6. Steering wheel

1、Steer and make the front wheels straight forwarder as the chassis

2、Adjust the wheel seat right as below pic show and take  off the bolts from the wheel seat.

3、Put the wheel on and make sure the position as the pic below show then fasten the bolts.

5、Chose one hub cover and cover the nuts ( bigger rubber cover or any chromed cover)



7. Front bumper

1.Chose the below bolts and nuts out. Hex socket pan head bolts 6*18 X6,Hex flange nut M6 X6,Hex flange bolt 
M6x25 X2 (as below pic show)

2. Firstly put on the PP bumber on and inset 2 hex bolts in front of the bumber. Then place the washer and nuts 
interior of the bumber.

3. Fasten each side with 2 set of bolts in similar way.

4、Put on  wheel cover on.



5.Chose 4 pcs of M8X16 bolts and the front bumber out.

6. Firstly fasten the bolts to the bottom of the bumber and insert 4 bolts on. Fasten the higher bolts.

7.Plug in the headlight wire to the lock as pic shows. The same way to the other side.

4.Fasten 2 M6X25 bolts to the bottom of the bumber.



2. Put the wires upside and put on the rear PP bumber. Pay attention to the 2 holes for the anchor bolts and inset 
the bolts in places firstly.

3. Take the following bolts out as below pic show Hex socket pan head bolts M6x16 X4, Washer M6-18 X4, Hex 
flange nuts M6 X4

8. Rear bumper

1.Take the 2 set of anchor bolts out.Take 1 cable tie to fasten the cables at the bottom and plug in the wires.



7. Place 2 bushing on the 2 side of cargo box and  then put on the rear bumber.

4.Inset the M6x16 bolts from out side  as pic show and fasten with the washer and hex flange buts.

5.Take 2 pcs of M6x16 bolts to the middle of the rear bumber and fasten with screw driver.

6. Take below bolst out : Hex flange bolts M8*25 X2, M6*16 X2, Bushing 10*20*10 X2 and M8*125 X2  



8.Fasten with 2 M8825 bots here and fasten with 2 M8*125 at the bottom of the bumber.

9.Take out 2 pcs of bolt M6*16 and fasten these to the bottom of the rear bumber as pics show.

10.Take out the 2 hex socket bolts M6*16 and cargo box hook . Place the hook on the bumber with the bolts.



9. The roll cage

1.Take out the front rollcage and rollcage joint, Hex flange bolts M8*48 x4, Hex nuts M8 x4, Circle washer X8. 
Take 4 washer to the hex bolts and circle fading out.  

2.Take the right front roll bar( with wires) out and connect with a joint linkage with the bolts as pic below shows 
(DO NOT fasten the bolts now)

3.Put the right roll bar on the joint of the chassis, fasten with 1 set of bolt M9*48. Insert the bolt from outside and 
place another circle washer and nuts, fasten.



7.Put on the middle rollbar (make sure it connect with left and righ roll bar at the same time). Insert 2 set of bolts 
from upside and fasten with 1 circle washer and hex nuts. (DO NOT fasten the bolts now).

4.Put on the left roll bar in same way and then connect with the right roll bar.

5.Put the set of bolts to the left rollbar and chassis seat and fasten with another circle wahser and nut. Take another 
set bolts to the fasten the left roll bar and linkage from right roll bar.( DO NOT fasten this bolt here)

6.Take out the middle roll bar and hex bolts M8*48 x2, M8 X2 and cicle washer by 4.



8. Take 4 hex bolt M8*16 out and put them on the end of middle roll bar ( You may move the rollbar end with the 
screw driver if need and DO NOT fasten now)

9. Take out the rear roll bar left and right (as pic show). Take out hex bolts M8*48 X4 ,Hex flange nut X4, circle 
washer X8 out. Put 4 washer to the bolts as before.

 Rear roll bar left               Rear roll bar right



11.Fasten the rear roll bar with 4 set of bolts and circle washers as pic show below.

12.Take out M8*16 bolts and sparetire bracket out. Place the bracket on the rear roll bar as pic show below.

13.Take out the TOP lights bar. Chose  M8*48 X2, Flange nut M8X2, Circle washer X2 out.Put on the washers to 
the bolts.

10.Take the rear roll bar to the joint of middle roll bar firstly then put the other end to the chassis. Put on the other 
side roll bar in same way.



16.Firstly fasten the bolts at the bottom of the middle rollbar,then the bolts of roll bar. Finally fasten the bolts of 
the sparetire seat.

10. Seat belts

1.Open the cover at end of the belts and screw off the buts and washers only.

2.Put on the belt en to the frame from inside as pic show. Fasten it with the spring washer and nuts. 

14.Put on the top light bar as pic show.

15.Plug in the cables from each light to the main wire.



12. Seats

1.Take the seat (without key rack) out and screw off the nuts. Put the seat on and inset the seat rod into the lock at 
the end of passenger room.When the bolts fell into the hole of the chassi fasten with teh socket nuts from the 

bottom. 

2.1 The driver's seat. screw off the nuts and take the key rack out. The key rack put on the right side while the key 
face right also. Fix the other rackon the left side.

11.Battery

  When you confirmed the key switch is off, conenct the Green wire (or black if no green) to the negative pole( 
Marked -)while the red wire to the positive pole( Marked +).Fix the battery with the battery strap.



2. Put on the handle bar at both side of the door with the bolts.

2.2 Put on the left seat and put the key rack into the rack under the seat. Lift the handle lever you could mogve the 
seat.

13. Handle bar

1.Take out the handle bar and 8 pcs of hex flange bolts M6*16. 



14. Side net canvas

1. Below pic show the small net canvas. Fasten it to the handle bar with the sticker in order as pic show. 

2.Hange the big net canvas in the order as pic show.



 Put on the tire on the rear roll bar and fasten with the 2 nuts.

3.Put the top canvans out and the longer side is forwarder.Strap the canvas from the middle and then fasten all in 
order as pic show.

15.Spare tire













 Chose the wheel hub cover on when you fasten all nuts.(small rubber cover for front wheels or any 2chromed cover )


































